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ABSTRACT: 
In this paper we prove several fundamental theorems, concerning the multi-party 
commumcation complexity of Boolean functions. 
Let 9 be areal function which approximates Boolean function f of n variables with 
error less than 1/5. Then - from our Theorem 1 - there exists a k = O(log(nL1(g)))-
party protocol which computes f with a commumeation of O(log3 (nL1 (g))) bits, where 
L1 (g) denotes the LI speetral norm of g. 
We show an upper bound to the symmetrie k-party eommumeation eomplexity of 
Boolean functions in terms of their LI norms in our Theorem 3. For k = 2 it was known 
that the eommumeation complexity of Boolean functions are closely related with the rank 
of their eommumeation matrix [Yal]. No analogous upper bound was known for the k-
party eommumcation eomplexity of arbitrary Boolean funetions, where k > 2. 
For a Boolean function of exponential LI norm our protoeols need nO(I) bits of eom-
mumeation. However, if the Fourier-coefficienu of a Boolean function f are unevenly 
distributed, more exactly, Ü they ean be divided into two groups: one with small LI norm 
(say, L), and the other with small enough L2 norm (say, e), then there exists a O(log(nL))-
party protoeol which eomputes f with O(log3(Ln)) eommumeation on the (l-e2 ) fraction 
of all inputs. 
In eontrast, we prove that almost all Boolean functions of n variables has a k-party 
eommunieation eomplexity of at least n/k - 4logn. This result, along with our upper 
bounds, shows that for almost all Boolean function no real approximating function of 
small LI norm ean be found, or: almost all Boolean function has exponential LI norm, or: 
for almost all Boolean function the distribution of the Fourier-eoefficients is "even": they 
eannot be divided into two classes: one with small LI, the other with small L2 norms. 
Our results suggest that in the multi-party eommunication theory, instead of the well-
studied degree of a polynomial representation of a Boolean function, its LI norm ean be 
an important measure of eomplexity. 
Address: Max Planck Institute for Computer Scienee, Im Stadtwald, D-66123 Saar-
bruecken, GERMANY; email: grolmusz@mpi-sb.mpg.de 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Multi-party games 
The multi-party communication game, defined by Chandra, Fur8t and Lipton [CFL], is an 
interesting generalization of the 2-party eommunieation game. In this game, k players: 
P l ,P2 ••• ,PIe intend to eompute a Boolean function J(ZI,Z2, ... ,Zn): {O,1}n ~ {O,1}. On 
set S = {Zl, Z2, ... , zn} of variables there is a fixed partition A of k classes AI, A 2 , ••• , Ale, 
and player Pi knows every variable, ezcept those in Ai, for i = 1,2, ... , k. The players have 
l1nJimited computational power, and they communicate with the help of a blackboard, 
viewed by all players. Only one player may write on the blackboard at a time. The goal is 
to compute j(ZI,Z2, ... ,zn), such that at the end of the computation, every player knows 
this value. The cost of the computation is the number of bits written on the blackboard for 
the given Z = (ZI, Z2, ... , zn) and A = (AlJ A 2 , ••• , Ale). The cost of a multi-party protoeol 
is the maximum number of bits communieated for any Z from {O,1}n and the given A. 
The k-party communication complexity, C~Ie)(f), of a function J, with respect to partition 
A, is the minimum of costs of those k-party protocolswhich compute J. The k-party 
symmetrie communication complexity of J is defined as 
where the maximum is taken over all k-partitions of set {ZlJ z2, ... , zn}. 
The theory of the k-party communieation games for k = 2 is well developed (see 
[BF5] or [L] for a survey), but much less is known ab out the k > 2 case. As a general 
upper bound both for two and more players, let us suppose that Al is one of the smallest 
elasses of Al, A2 , ••• , Ale. Then PI can compute any Boolean function of S with lAll + 1 
bits of communication: P2 writes down the lAll bits of Al on the blackboard, PI reads it, 
and computes and announces the value g(ZlJ Z2, ... , Zn) E {O, I}. 50 
We show in Theorem 7 that this upper bound is nearly optimal for almost all Boolean 
function. 
For two players, the communication complexity of a function J is known to be between 
the rank and the logarithm of the rank of the communication matriz of J [Yal], [L]. Better 
upper bounds were given for special elasses of functions by LovalZ and Sak8 [L5], using 
extensively lattice-theory and Moebius functions. For more than two players, no analogue 
results were known. 
Chandra, Fur8t and Lipton [CFL] proved non-trivial upper and lower bounds for 
the k-commumcation complexity of a specifie function, using intrieate Ramsey-theoretic 
arguments. 
An important progress was made by Babai, Nuan and Szegedy, [BN5], proving an 
O( il") lower bound for the k-party communication complexity of the GIP function. It is 
proved in [G] that their 10wer bound is elose to the optimal. 
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We proved in [G3] that any function, eomputed by a depth-2 MOn p Creuit of size 
N ean be eomputed with p players and O(p) bits of communieation, and the number of 
eommunieated bits do not depend on N. 
In this paper we give several fundamental upper bounds to the symmetrie multi-party 
eommunieation eomplexity of arbitrary Boolean functions. Our bounds depend on the L1 
6pectral norm of funetions. 
1.2 Spectral N orms 
There is a vast literature on representing the Boolean functions by polynomials above 
some Held or ring (see, e.g. [ABFR], [BBR], [Be], [BRS], [BS], [LMN], [NS], [Sm]). One 
reason for this may be that the polynomials oifer a more developed machinery than the 
"pure" Boolean functions. One tool in this machinery is the Fourier-expansion of Boolean 
functions [LMN], [BS], [KKL], [NS]: 
Let us represent Boolean function f as a function f : {-I, l}n -+ {-I, I} where -1 stays 
for "true". The set of all real valued functions over {-I, l}n forms a 271. dimensional 
veetor-space over the reals with an inner product: 
< g,h >= 2-71. L: g(z)h(z). 
zE{-l,l}" 
Let us defi.ne fcr a = (al, a2, ... , an) E {O, l}n 
71. 
X a = 11 zf'· 
i=l 
The monomials X a for a E {O,l}n form an orthonormal bcuis in this 2n-dimensional 
vector spare; eonsequently, any function h : {-I, l}n -+ ~ can be uniquely expressed as 
(1) h(Zl,Z2, ... ,Zn)= L: aaxa 
aE{O,l}" 
The right-hand-side of (1) is called the Fourier-ezparuion of h, and numbers aa for a E 
{O,l}n are called the lpectral (or Fourier-) coefficient.s of h. 
The L1 norm of his: 
L1 (h) = L: laal 
aE{O,l}" 
The L2 norm: 
1 
L2 (h) = ( L: a~ )"I =< h, h > j . 
aE{O,l}" 
Example. Tb.e PARlTY function in trus setting is ZlZ2 ... Zn, its L1 and L2 norms are 1, 
wb.ile its degree is n. 
Linial, Manlour and Ni,an [LMN] proved that if f is a Boolean function eomputed by a 
bounded-depth, polynomial-size Boolean Creuit, then the L2 norm of the end-segments 
of the Fourier-expansion of f are deereasing exponentially fast. 
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Bruck and Smoleruk,l [BS] established a relation between the LI norm and the computabil-
ity of f by polynomial threshold functions. A generaJization of one of their results plays a 
main role in the present work (Lemma 9). 
1.3 Our results 
Our Theorem 1 shows, that if a Boolean function can be approximated by a real 
function with small error, then there exists a k-party protocol which computes the Boolean 
function, and the number of communicated bits in this protocol depends only on the LI 
norm of the approzimating real function. 
Theorem 1. Let f be a Boolean function: f : {-1, 1}n ~ {-1, 1}, and 9 be areal 
function g: {-1, 1}n ~ R. Suppose that for all z E {-1, 1}n, 
. 1 
Ig(z) - f(z)1 < 5' 
Then the k-party symmetrie eommunieation eomplexity of f is 
Specially: 
Corollary 2. Suppose that the eonditions of Theorem 1 are satis:lied, and let k -
O(log(nL1 (g))). Then 
• 
In other words, if the LI spectral norm of 9 is bounded by a polynomial in n, then the 
''1mmetric k-party communication complexity of f is at most O(log3 n), with k = O(log n). 
Choosing f = 9 in Theorem 1, we shall get: 
Theorem 3. {G2} Let f be an arbitrary Boolean function 01 n variables. Then the k-party 
symmetrie eommunieation eomplexity of f, 
• 
Or, in another setting: 
CoroUary 4. Suppose that LI (I) > n~ for some e > O. Then there exists a multi-party 
protoeol with O(log LI (I)) players and 01 O(10g3 LI (I)) eommunieation which eomputes 
f· • 
Another corollary of Theorem 1: 
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CoroUary 5. Let 
Then 
• 
Suppose that 1 is a Boolea.n function of large (say, exponential in n) L1 norm. Our 
Theorem 3 can guarantee only a. communication protocol with too many communicated 
bits: the trivial Li J protocol is usually better. Suppose now, that the set of Fourier-
coeffi.cients of 1 can be divided into two parts: one with small L1 , the other with small L2 
norms. 
Example. Let lall = la21 = ~ - 5, and 
lasl = I~I = ... = la2 .. 1 = 2-in, 
where 5= (2n - 1 _1)/2(4/s)n = O(2- i ). Then tb.e L1 norm 
2" 
L lail 2:: 2i 
i=1 
is exponentially large, wb.ile 
is exponentially small, and 
When the Fourier coeffi.cients are so unevenly distributed, then we can give a much 
better protocol to compute I. The price: the computation will not be correct on a small 
fraction of the inputs. 
Theorem 6. Let 
and let S C {O,l}n such tb.at 
for same e < 2;00. Let 
I(z) = L aaXC\ 
aE{O,l}" 
g(z) = L aaXa . 
aE{O,l}"-S 
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Tben for all k ~ 2 and for all k-partition of tbe inputs, tbere exists a k-party protocol 
witb 
o ( k 2 log ( nL1 (g)) r nL;Ig) 1 ) 
bits of communication, and tbis protocol computes I correctly on at least on tbe (1-25e) > 
19:0 fraction of tbe inputs. 
The following results of [G4] show the power of our upper bounds in Theorems 1, 3 and 6, 
proving that almost all Boolean function has very high communication complexity: 
Theorem 7. {G4} Let I be a uniformly chosen random member of set 
{fit : {-1, 1}n --+ {-1, 1}}. 
Tben tbe probability, tbat for some A k~quipartition of X = {Zb Z2, ••• , zn}, tbere exists 
a k-party protocol, wbich computes I witb communication of at most L~J - 4logn bits, 
is less tban 
The communication complexity remains high even if we compute I on mOßt of the inputs: 
Theorem 8. {G4} Let I be a uniformly chosen random member of set 
{fit : {-1, 1}n --+ {-1, 1}}. 
Tben tbe probability, tbat fo~ some A k~quipartition of X = {Zl' Z2, ••• , zn}, tbere exists 
a k-parly protocol, wbich correctly computes I on a fraction of at least ~ + eof inputs, 
witb communication of at most L~J - 4log ~ bits, is less tban 
The proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 need a thoughtful analysis of the underlying structure of 
cylinder inter,ectiom, and have been appeared in [G4]. • 
Comparmg Theorems 1, 3 with Theorem 7, and Theorem 6 with Theorem 8, we have got 
that for almost all Boolean function I: 
- I has exponential L1-norm, 
- H I is approximated by areal function 9 with error less than 1/5, then the L1 norm of 
9 is exponential in n, 
- the Fourier-coeflicients of I are "evenly distributed": they cannot be divided into two 
sets, one with subexponential L1 norm, the other with a small L2 norm. 
In some fields ofcomplexity theory, the degree of the polynomial, which approximates, 
or represents a Boolean function I, has been proved to be a good characterization of the 
hardness of I (e.g. [NS], [Sm]). In the multi-party communication theory, as we show in 
this work, instead of the degree, the L1 norm can be an important measure of complexity. 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
The following lemma is a generalization of a lemma of Bruck and Smolen.sky [BS]. 
Lemma 9. Let U C {-1, l}n such that IUI > (1- 1~O )2n. Let 9 : {-1, l}n -+ !l. Suppose 
that for all z EU, ~ < Ig( z ) I < ~ is satisiied. Then there exists polynomial Go (z) with 
mteger coefficients and with L1 norm 
L1 (Go) :5 400nL~(g) 
such that 
sgn( Go (z)) = sgn(g( z )) 
for all z EU. 
Proof. The Fourier-expansion of g: 
g(z) = L aaxa 
aE{O,1}" 
where aa for a E {o,l}n are the Fourier-coeflicients oig. Then by definition 
L1(g) = L laal· 
aE{O,1}" 
and 
L2 (g) =< g, 9 >= 2-n L g2(z) = L 2 aa' 
zE{-1,1}" aE{O,1}" 
using the Par"eval-identity. 
Since Ig(z)1 > ~ for z E U, and IUI ~ (1- 1~o)2n, 
( 1) 16 L2 (g) > 1 - - -. 
- 100 25 
Our next step is giving a lower bound to the L1 norm of g. 
Case I. Suppose that there exists an a: laal > l. H sgn(Xa ) = sgn(g(z))for an z E U, then 
we are done, Go(z) = X a suflices. Otherwise, for some z E U, sgn(Xa ) #- sgn(g(z)). 
Then the other terms of 9 must compensate X a , so the sum of the absolute values of 
their coe:flicients should be greater than ~. So 
Case 11. H an laal :5l, then 




( 1) 32 1 - - - < ~ laa I = LI (g). 100 25 - L..i 
aE{O,I}" 
Consequently, either we have found a suitable Go(z), or we have concluded that 
(3) ( 1) 32 127 L > 1-- ->-l(g) - 100 25 - 100' 
Let us define random monomials Zi as follows: 
( ) laal Zi = sgn aa X a with probability LI (g ) . 
Let G(z) random polynomial be the sum of N = L400nLHg)J monomials Zi: 
N 
G(z) = LZi. 
i=1 
Computing the expectation of Zi: 
( ( )) ~ laal () a g(z) E Zi z = L..i r:---() sgn aa X = r:---( )' 
aE{O,I}" 1 gIg 
where we used the fact that sgn( v) Iv I = v. 
The expectation of G( z ) 
(4) 





Var(G(z)) = N (1 _ g:(Z)) . 
L1(g) 
Since Ig(z)1 ::; t, and because of (3): 




10 < Var(G(z)) <5:. N 
or 
(5) #0 <5:. D(G(z)) < -.IN, 
where D(G(z)) = y'Var(G(z)), the standard deviation of G(z). 
From (4), the sign of E(G(z)) is the same as the sign of g(z). Consequently, 
Pr(sgn(G(z)) # sgn(g(z)) =Pr(sgn(G(z)) # sgn(E(G(z))) <5:. 
< Pr(iG(z) - E(G(z))1 > i~(~ll)) <5:.Pr (iG(z) - E(G(z))1 > 5~9)))· 
From the Bern,tein-inequality (see [Re1) or [Re2)), (or from the Central Limit Theorem), 
with D = D(G(z)), we have got: 
(6) Pr(IG(z) - E(G(z))1 ;::: I-'D) < 2exp (- 1-'2 2)' 
2(1 +-fi) 
where 0 < I-' < ~. 
For I-' = 3y1n, N = L 400nLHg)J we got that the probability in (6) is less than e-n • On 
the other hand, 
D< 4N 
I-' - 5L1(g)' 
so 
Pr(sgn(G(z)) # sgn(g(z)) < e-n • 
Consequently, 
Pr(3z EU: sgn(G(z)) # sgn(g(z)) < 
<5:. L Pr(sgn(G(z)) # sgn(g(z))) <5:. IUle-n ~ 2n e-n < 1, 
zEU 
and since this probability is less than one, there exists a polynomial Go(z) for which 
sgn( Go (z )) = sgn(g( z )) for all z EU. The coefficients of this Go are integers, and its 
LI-norm is at most N. • 
Proof of Theorem 1. Function 9 satisfies the requirements of Lemma 9, for U = 
{ -1,1}n. Then there exists a polynomial Go( z) with integer coefficients and an LI norm 
of at most 40OnL~, such that 
sgn(g( z)) = sgn( Go (z )) 
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for a1l Z E {-1, 1}n. Sinee sgn(g(z» = /(z), we have got that sgn(Go(z» = /(z), for 
a1l z E {-1, 1}n. And, by the following Theorem 10, Go(z) has the needed symmetrie 
k-party eommtmication com,plexity. • 
Theorem 10. Let 
i=l 
where Zi = X a or Zi = _Xa , for some a E {0,1}n, and for z E {-1, 1}n. Then the 
symmetrie k-party communieation eomplexity of G is 
Proof. Let G1 (z) be the sum of Zi'S with positive sign, and let G2(z) be the sum of 
(-Zi)'S, where Zi has a negative sign. So: 
and GI has NI terms, G2 has N 2 terms, NI + N 2 = N. 
Let us observe that Gj(z) is the sum of Nj terms of form 
for j = 1,2. 
Clearly, 
n 
X a = rr Z~i = rr Zi 
i=l i:ai=l 
xa = {-1, if I{i: Zi = -1,ai = 1}1 is odd 
10therwise 
For j = 1,2 let bj the number (eounting the possible multiplicity ) of those terms x a in 
Gj(z) for which I{i: Zi = -1,ai = 1}1 is odd. Then Gj(z) = (Nj - bj ) - bj = Nj - 2bj , 
so: 
(2) 
Let us denote 
then 
{ 
1, if Zi = -1 
Yi = if 0, Zi =1 
n 
X a = -1 <===} LYiai = 1 mod 2. 
i=1 
Let us form a matrix M(j) with N j rows and n columns, for j = 1,2. Each row is 
eorresponded to a term X a in Gj(z), and the ith. entry of that row is Yiai. 
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Obviously, the number of those rows of M(j) which have odd sum is equal to b;. 
Suppose now that we Are given polynomial G( z), players PI, P2 , ••• , Pie and a k-partition 
A = (A1 ,A2 , ••• ,AIe) of the set {ZI,Z2, ... ,Zn}. We assume that player Pi knows function 
G(z), partition A, functions G1(z), G2(z), and the values of all variables, except those in 
Al, for l = 1,2, ... , k. Then the players, without any communication can compute privately 
matrices M(l) and M(2), and exactly those entries of these matrices will be not known for 
player Pi which were corresponded to variables in dass Al. The set of these entries will be 
called Bi, for l = 1,2, ... , k. The following lemma shows a protocol by which the players 
can first compute bl and then ~, and consequently, G(z), by equation (2). 
Lemma 11. Let M E {o,l}mxn, M = {mi;}, and let B = {Bb B 2 , ••• ,BIe} a partition of 
the set {mij : 1 :5 i < m,l :5 j :5 n}, such that player Pllmows every mij except those in 
Bi, for l = 1,2, ... , k. Then there exists a k-party protocol which computes the number of 
the rows with odd sum in M with communicating 
bits. 
Proof. First, the players compute a matrix Q E {o,l}mXIe from M, with no communica-
tion: for each row of M a row of Q is corresponded; the first element of row j of Q is the 
mod 2 sum of those entries of the pli. row of M which Are the elements of BI at the same 
time. Analogously, the itk element of row j of Q is the mod 2 sum of those entries of the 
pk row of M which are the elements of Bi at the same time. 
Clearly, the number of rows with odd sum in M and in Q is the same. Moreover, player 
Pi knows every column of matrix Q, except column l, for l = 1,2, ... , k. 
With an additional assumption Lemma 12 gives a protocol with O( k2 log m) communica-
tion: 
Lemma 12. Let ß E {O, 1}1e. Suppose it is .known to each player that ß does not occur 
as a row of Q. Then there exists a k-party protocol which computes the number of the 
odd rows with a commumcation ofO(k21ogm) bits. 
Proof. Without restricting the generality we may suppose that ß is the all-1 vector of 
length k. 
Let ODD("'(1 '12"''11) and EV EN("'(I'12''''11) denote the number of those rows of Q 
which have odd (respectively, even) sums, and they begin with "Yl'12"''11, l < k, '1i E {O,l}. 
For example, PI do not know the first column of Q, but he can communicate ODD(O) + 
EV EN(l) i:f PI counts those rows which has odd sum in its second through kth position. 
Similarly P2 can communicate ODD(10)+EV EN(l1) ifhe counts those rows which begins 
with 1, and the sum of their first, 3rd, 4th, ... ,kth elements is odd. 
This observation motivates the following protocol: 
PROTOCOL ODDCOUNT 
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The goal: to compute b, the number of rows with odd sum in Q. Number b will be the 
sum. of values 'Ui announced by player Pi, i = 1,2, ... , k. 
PI announces 11.1 = ODD(O) + EVEN(I). 
remark: b = 11.1 + ODD(I) - EV EN(I). 
P2 announces 11.2 = ODD(10) + EVEN(l1) - EVEN(10) - ODD(l1). 
remark: b = 11.1 + 11.2 - 2EVEN(11) + 20DD(11) 
Ps announces 'Us = 20DD(110) + 2EVEN(I11) - 2EVEN(110) - 20DD(111). 
remark: b = 11.1 + U2 + 'Us - 4EVEN(I11) + 30DD(111) 
Pi announces 'Ui = 2i - 20DD(11 ... 10) + 2i - 2 EVEN(I1. .. 11) - 2i - 2 EVEN(11 ... 10) -
2i - 20DD(11 ... 11) 
i time. i time. 
"i ·-1 (~. ·-1 ) . (~) remark: b = u;=l U; - 2' EV EN 11 ... 1) + (2' - 1 ODD 11 ... 1 . 
After Pie announces 'U1e, the players privately add up the Ui'S !rom i = 1 through k. Let us 
remark that 
Ic Ic time. Ic time. 
~ ~
b =L 11.; - 21c - 1 EV EN( 11 ... 1) + (2 1c - 1 - 1 )ODD( 11 ... 1 ). 
j=l 
However, as we assumed at the beginning, there are no aU-I rows in Q, so 
and we are done. Each 'Ui can be communicated using O(klogm) bits, so the total com-
munication is O(k2 10gm). • 
N ow we return to the proof of Lemma 11. Let us divide the rows of matrix Q into 
blocks of 21c - 1 - 1 contiguous rows plus a leftover of at most 21c - 1 - 1 rows. The players 
cooperatively determine the number of the odd rows in each block, and then privately add 
up the results. 
Next we show how to obtain the number of the odd rows for a single block at the cost 
of O(k2 10gm) bits of communication. PI knows aU the columns, except the first, so he 
knows at most 21c - 1 - 1 rows of length k - 1 in a block, so he can find an ß' E {O, 1}Ic-l, 
ß' = (ß2,ßS, .•. ,ßIe) which is not a row of the k - 1 column wide part of the block seen 
by PI' Let ß = (I,ß2,ßs, ... ,ßIc). Then ß does not occur as a row in this block. So if 
Po communicates ß, and they play protocol ODDCOUNT of Lemma 12 for a given block. 
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They use k2log m bits for a block, and, since there are at most r 2,-'7-1  blocks, the total. 
communication is 
• 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 6. 
Lemma 13. Let J be a Boolean function and let h: {-1, 1}n ~ !l such tbat 
Tben 
L~(f - h) =< f - h,J - h >< e. 
1 
Prz(lf(z) - h(z)1 > 5) < 2&e, 
wbere Prz is tbe probability measure associated witb tbe uniform distribution over 
{-1,1}n. 
Proof. 
e >< J(z) - h(z),J(z) - h(z) >= Ez(f(z) - h(z»2 ~ ;sPrz(IJ(z) - h(z)1 > ~) . 
• Now we prove Theorem 6. Let U be defined as 
U = {z E {-1,1}n: IJ(z) -g(z)1 ~ ~}. 
From Lemma 13, IUI > (1 - 2Se)2n . H e ~ 25100 then we can apply Lemma 9 for g. The 
proof proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. • 
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